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Kaxdigoowu Héen going back clear water (Montana 
Creek) was selected by our Streams habitat subgroup 
of the STREAM: Pedagogy of Place Institute, July 
17-19, 2013. Kristen Romanoff, Tennie Bentz & I led 
3 days of outings here. 

Because the STREAM Institute was keyed to 
use of iPads, I designed this journal in horizontal 
tablet format. We are all pioneers in conversion to 
digital reading, viewing, and listening. Please report 
your successes and failures in downloads, audio-
links, etc.1

1  The green audio icon above links to Fred White pronouncing 
Kaxdigoowu Héen. Please test this link by clicking (computer) or 
tapping (device). So far, it’s worked fine on android devices such 
as my Samsung tablet, but not on iDevices. This is probably an 
incompatibility with flash. I’m hoping some of the more iLiterate 
institute participants can help us resolve these media-linking 
issues.  

Day 1: Julia 
Gregory & 

Shgen George  
greet return-

ing téel’ (chum 
salmon). 
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Scouting before the workshop, we decided on a partially off-trail reach between Community 
Gardens and the rifle range. We’d initially planned on walking to the confluence of Kaxdigoowu 
Héen with Mendenhall River, but in the week before the Institute, rising water levels rendered 
channelside bars inaccessible. Although lowest reaches are probably most culturally significant, 
reduced human traffic at the upstream site, combined with alluvial dynamism, make this a safer 
and more productive habitat for most fish and wildlife. Finding a probable brown bear track 
clinched it; Kristen and Tenny and I got pretty excited about sharing this place with Juneau 
teachers.

To find this site, drive past the last houses on Montana Creek Road and park at the pullout just 
before the road bends and climbs toward the rifle range. About 50 yards up the road, a collaps-
ing hiker-access sign marks the “trailhead,” but it’s overgrown with brush and easy to miss. After 
descending steeply from the road to the alluvial flood plain, the informal angler’s access trail is 

Day 2: Kristen 
Romanoff with 
the snowy owls 

on Thunder 
footbridge.

Overlook on 
this bridge 

gets my vote 
for richest 

interpretive 
destina-

tion within 5 
minutes on 
foot from a 

Juneau school.

Xóots or s’eek?

Marsha 
Hotch, 

Goldbelt 
Heritage 
Founda-
tion—
culture 

bearer for 
the streams

habitat 
team. 

Check out 
her archived 

language 
program at
www.khns.
org/tlingit
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Above: Stereopair for reach below rifle-range canyon at bottom 
center. North is rotated left, 90o from north-up orientation of map 
on right. These paired photos can be viewed in 3D with a pocket 
stereoscope, set up over your tablet. Trail is yellow, and braided 
channels blue, layered over the right image. In 2006, trees next 
to road had been recently drowned but still retained fine branches. 
Today, only coarse branches remain, and bark is sluffing. Wood 
decay should be about prime for sapsucker excavation. A fledgling 
was foraging here on Day 3. 

frequently blocked by down trees, requiring zigs and zags, and occasional 
minor gymnastics, to bushwack upstream to the base of a canyon. For 
us, these navigational challenges were part of the attraction. Fuzzy trails 
demand attention—the founding principle of place-based education.

Each of the 5 habitat subgroups of the Place Institute teamed with 
a culture bearer from Goldbelt Heritage Foundation. We worked with 

continued on page 5

USFS aerial of lower 
and middle Kaxdigoowu 
Héen. Our 2 field desti-
nations are indicated 

with yellow ovals. (2006 
was prior to construc-

tion of TMHS) 
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Exploring the cobble bar 
where Kaxdigoowu Héen 
emerges from rifle-
range canyon.

Filming & fishing out the mystery 
bone—moose ulna perhaps?—

maybe dumped by hunters near the 
rifle range and moved downstream 

by currents &-or furry things.

Student facilitator Haley 
evaluates immersive 

technology.
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Day 3: Downloads from ADF&G’s critter cams. With SD 
card readers, iPads allowed camera-check right in the field.

Tennie Bentz explains fish-
trapping strategies.

Marsha Hotch. For me, Marsha’s greatest contribution to our outings was the 
constant reminder that we were (and are) in the home of the L’eeneidí—and 
that such visitation demands respect and observance. We naturalists and biolo-
gists and educators may be attentive in our own, secular ways, but honoring the 
ancestors, slowing down for thanksgiving, is often overlooked.

Each day, we followed braiding overflow channels to a high-energy cobble 
bar where Kaxdigoowu Héen is released from a deep canyon, to dash willy-
nilly through the spruce and alder, like a stick-sworded 4th-grade boy, decapi-
tating winter stalks of yaana.eit. Here, our teachers rotated through 3 activities:

• Tennie’s group focused on stream life. As a former Haines middle-
school teacher, Tennie conducted multi-year studies of Sawmill Creek with her 
students, so is fluent not only with aquatic biology but in the psychology of 
kids outdoors. 

• Kristen introduced teachers to Fish & Game’s tree-mounted wildlife 
cameras. These are available on loan to educators from ADF&G. For children 
as young as Auke Bay 1st graders, they’ve opened up new worlds of excitement 

continued from page 3
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Learning from the critter-cam that a deer was here, Kristen 
checked for browse and found nipped-off willow tops.

about unseen neighbors in familiar backyards. A new twist on 
critter-cam field protocol emerged from this STREAM Institute. 
Setting up the cameras on our pre-workshop scouting visits, and 
aware that Mark Stanley was encouraging new field applications 
for iPads, Kristen and Tennie realized they could remove SD 
cards from the cameras and download them through card-readers 
for on-site viewing. Benefits go beyond immediate gratification. 
Discovering that a blacktail doe had walked by one camera, Kris-
ten’s team looked closer at the vegetation to sleuth out what she’d 
been eating. 

•  My breakout group leaned away, I confess, from repli-
cable activity and even (shudder) from severe attention to place, 

Critters who triggered 
the tree-mounted 
camera:  doe & fawn.  
•  porcupine.  •  black 
bear, much smaller than 
the bear (brown?) who 
left the track on page 2. 
Checking the cards later, 
Tennie wrote: “The deer 
was definitely a creature 
of habit and came down 
the stream bed at about 
the same time every 
morning.”
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Feet of the master. Richard 
Dauenhauer & Richard Nelson

gravitating more toward philosophy. This was especially problematic on Day 3 
when the “overview group” was infiltrated by my fellow Richards, Dauenhauer 
& Nelson. Serious botany is hopeless around those dudes. But what a privi-
lege, sitting dry-fannied (no rain for past week!) with Nels&crew on a knife-
edge ridge above the canyon, and seeing Richard Dauenhauer’s head top out, 

puffing, balancing precariously on his ski pole. We’d thought he would abstain 
from that 30o, 40-foot scramble!  

Gunalchéesh, UAS PEC. Gunalchéesh, L’eeneidí. Gunalchéesh, Kaxdi-
goowu Héen!


